Your Help Is Needed
Your recently arrived February issue of Military Officer magazine includes
four tear-out letters to key congressional leaders (two on page 36 and two
on page 48), urging them to sustain needed defense budget funding and
protect military health care.
A pdf file (Portable Document File” – used by the familiar ADOBE Acrobat
program) - of these letters follow on the next four pages. As urged by
MOAA National, please sign and send these letters using either the tearout pages in the magazine or by printing out the copies in this file.
If you are not sure how to print this file, read my printing guide link on the
Home Page. Normally all you have to do is select “print” from your menu
once the pdf file is open.
Please sign, stamp, and mail these letters. We have also posted the letters
on our website so you can print additional copies for family members and
friends to sign.
In addition, MOAA National has also posted the letters on their website so
you can print additional copies for family members and friends to sign.
They are located at:
http://capwiz.com/moaa/issues/alert/?alertid=14625106&type=CO

February 2010
The Honorable Carl Levin						
Chairman, Committee on Armed Services
U.S. Senate
Washington, DC 20510
Dear Mr. Chairman:
2010 is a crucial year for national defense and our currently serving and retired military families.
In this new legislative year, I write to urge your support on two particularly important priorities.
1. FOLD WITH ADDRESS SHOWING. 2. TAPE, DO NOT STAPLE, LETTER CLOSED FOR MAILING. 3. AFFIX STAMP.
FOLD HERE

First, it is essential to sustain the Defense budget at levels required to meet pressing requirements
for both personnel and weapons/equipment programs. In times of mounting deficits, some are
tempted to cut back on personnel and family support programs. That would be a tragic mistake.
Despite increases in force levels, deployment requirements will increase even faster with the
planned force build-up in Afghanistan — significantly increasing the already intolerable burdens imposed on military families and compounding risks of traumatic injuries from repeated deployments.

THE HONORABLE HOWARD MCKEON					
RANKING MINORITY MEMBER
COMMITTEE ON ARMED SERVICES
U.S. HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
WASHINGTON, DC 20515

These terrible sacrifices haven’t yet caused major retention problems — but that’s no reason to assume military families will tolerate such conditions indefinitely. Despite good-faith efforts to support their needs and those of the wounded, many urgent shortfalls remain.
Second, I urge your continued vigilance in preserving the unique military health care benefit that is
an essential offset to the extraordinary demands and sacrifices inherent in a service career. The
uniformed services community is grateful for Congress’ strong support on this issue, but beneficiary concerns remain high.
In that regard, it is essential to protect against any unintended adverse consequences from national
health care reform on uniformed service or VA health coverage, including TRICARE For Life, as
well as to guard against disproportional fee increases such as those proposed in the recent past.

FOLD HERE

You and the Armed Services Committee have been the champions in protecting military beneficiaries on these issues in the past, and we depend on you for continued leadership in support of
currently serving and retired servicemembers and their families and survivors.
Sincerely,

February 2010
The Honorable Ike Skelton					
Chairman, Committee on Armed Services
U.S. House of Representatives
Washington, DC 20515
Dear Mr. Chairman:
2010 is a crucial year for national defense and our currently serving and retired military families.
In this new legislative year, I write to urge your support on two particularly important priorities.
1. FOLD WITH ADDRESS SHOWING. 2. TAPE, DO NOT STAPLE, LETTER CLOSED FOR MAILING. 3. AFFIX STAMP.
FOLD HERE

First, it is essential to sustain the Defense budget at levels required to meet pressing requirements
for both personnel and weapons/equipment programs. In times of mounting deficits, some are
tempted to cut back on personnel and family support programs. That would be a tragic mistake.
Despite increases in force levels, deployment requirements will increase even faster with the
planned force build-up in Afghanistan — significantly increasing the already intolerable burdens imposed on military families and compounding risks of traumatic injuries from repeated deployments.

THE HONORABLE JOHN MCCAIN
RANKING MINORITY MEMBER
COMMITTEE ON ARMED SERVICES
U.S. SENATE
WASHINGTON, DC 20510

These terrible sacrifices haven’t yet caused major retention problems — but that’s no reason to assume military families will tolerate such conditions indefinitely. Despite good-faith efforts to support their needs and those of the wounded, many urgent shortfalls remain.
Second, I urge your continued vigilance in preserving the unique military health care benefit that is
an essential offset to the extraordinary demands and sacrifices inherent in a service career. The
uniformed services community is grateful for Congress’ strong support on this issue, but beneficiary concerns remain high.
In that regard, it is essential to protect against any unintended adverse consequences from national
health care reform on uniformed service or VA health coverage, including TRICARE For Life, as
well as to guard against disproportional fee increases such as those proposed in the recent past.

FOLD HERE

You and the Armed Services Committee have been the champions in protecting military beneficiaries on these issues in the past, and we depend on you for continued leadership in support of
currently serving and retired servicemembers and their families and survivors.
Sincerely,

February 2010
The Honorable John McCain						
Ranking Minority Member
Committee on Armed Services
U.S. Senate
Washington, DC 20510
Dear Senator McCain:
1. FOLD WITH ADDRESS SHOWING. 2. TAPE, DO NOT STAPLE, LETTER CLOSED FOR MAILING. 3. AFFIX STAMP.

2010 is a crucial year for national defense and our currently serving and retired military families.
In this new legislative year, I write to urge your support on two particularly important priorities.

FOLD HERE

First, it is essential to sustain the Defense budget at levels required to meet pressing requirements
for both personnel and weapons/equipment programs. In times of mounting deficits, some are
tempted to cut back on personnel and family support programs. That would be a tragic mistake.
Despite increases in force levels, deployment requirements will increase even faster with the
planned force build-up in Afghanistan — significantly increasing the already intolerable burdens imposed on military families and compounding risks of traumatic injuries from repeated deployments.

THE HONORABLE IKE SKELTON
CHAIRMAN, COMMITTEE ON ARMED SERVICES
U.S. HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
WASHINGTON, DC 20515

FOLD HERE

These terrible sacrifices haven’t yet caused major retention problems — but that’s no reason to assume military families will tolerate such conditions indefinitely. Despite good-faith efforts to support their needs and those of the wounded, many urgent shortfalls remain.
Second, I urge your continued vigilance in preserving the unique military health care benefit that is
an essential offset to the extraordinary demands and sacrifices inherent in a service career. The
uniformed services community is grateful for Congress’ strong support on this issue, but beneficiary concerns remain high.
In that regard, it is essential to protect against any unintended adverse consequences from national
health care reform on uniformed service or VA health coverage, including TRICARE For Life, as
well as to guard against disproportional fee increases such as those proposed in the recent past.
You and the Armed Services Committee have been the champions in protecting military beneficiaries on these issues in the past, and we depend on you for continued leadership in support of
currently serving and retired servicemembers and their families and survivors.
Sincerely,

February 2010
The Honorable Howard McKeon						
Ranking Minority Member
Committee on Armed Services
U.S. House of Representatives
Washington, DC 20515
Dear Congressman McKeon:
1. FOLD WITH ADDRESS SHOWING. 2. TAPE, DO NOT STAPLE, LETTER CLOSED FOR MAILING. 3. AFFIX STAMP.

2010 is a crucial year for national defense and our currently serving and retired military families.
In this new legislative year, I write to urge your support on two particularly important priorities.

FOLD HERE

First, it is essential to sustain the Defense budget at levels required to meet pressing requirements
for both personnel and weapons/equipment programs. In times of mounting deficits, some are
tempted to cut back on personnel and family support programs. That would be a tragic mistake.
Despite increases in force levels, deployment requirements will increase even faster with the
planned force build-up in Afghanistan — significantly increasing the already intolerable burdens imposed on military families and compounding risks of traumatic injuries from repeated deployments.

THE HONORABLE CARL LEVIN				
CHAIRMAN, COMMITTEE ON ARMED SERVICES
U.S. SENATE
WASHINGTON, DC 20510

FOLD HERE

These terrible sacrifices haven’t yet caused major retention problems — but that’s no reason to assume military families will tolerate such conditions indefinitely. Despite good-faith efforts to support their needs and those of the wounded, many urgent shortfalls remain.
Second, I urge your continued vigilance in preserving the unique military health care benefit that is
an essential offset to the extraordinary demands and sacrifices inherent in a service career. The
uniformed services community is grateful for Congress’ strong support on this issue, but beneficiary concerns remain high.
In that regard, it is essential to protect against any unintended adverse consequences from national
health care reform on uniformed service or VA health coverage, including TRICARE For Life, as
well as to guard against disproportional fee increases such as those proposed in the recent past.
You and the Armed Services Committee have been the champions in protecting military beneficiaries on these issues in the past, and we depend on you for continued leadership in support of
currently serving and retired servicemembers and their families and survivors.
Sincerely,

